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FROM THE
DIRECTOR’S DESK
Matthew C. Beata, Director

THOUGHTS ON COLLABORATION
Around the turn of the century, an entire
industry sprung up dedicated to researching
and identifying which skills will be crucial
for success in the 21st century. Still today
we can find articles and lists on futureready skills and most desired job skills (for
any niche and any year). If the list contains
“soft skills,” collaboration, sometimes used
interchangeably with teamwork, appears on
nearly every one of them.
The focus on collaboration and teamwork
has manifested in concrete ways in office
spaces. The evolution of the office layout
over the past three-quarters of the century
makes clear just how much collaboration
has become embedded in work culture. In
the mid-20th century, workplaces featured
predominantly individual offices where
employees plied their trade, often behind
closed doors.
Mailys - Monotype ‘21

The late-20th century saw the advent of
cubicle farms, immortalized in the Dilbert
comics. While still separating workers from
each other, these partial walls allowed
for greater communication and informal
interactions among colleagues.
More recently, the rise of the tech start-up
culture at the turn of the century brought
the fall of even those partial walls. In many
organizations, offices have disappeared,
replaced by large open-floor layouts in which
workers sit alongside each other, sharing
desks and resources. Some companies even
encourage more informal interactions by
creating recreation rooms.
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Clearly, employers want their employees to interact and collaborate, because it increases
creativity, productivity, and job satisfaction. In today’s in-person workspace, employees are
expected to be positive, responsible contributors to a team working toward a common goal.
So how can a school teach students this highly desired skill of collaboration? The key lies not
in the course content but rather in the instructional approach. There are several strategies our
teachers use to infuse collaboration into the classroom. They range from strategically organizing
the physical layout of the classroom to creating a culture of shared investigation and creation.
Like the workspace, the classroom environment can also promote or even prioritize
collaboration. The physical setup of a classroom contributes to the climate in the room. The
traditional individual desks in neat rows facing the front of the room might work well for a lecture
class where teachers will impart knowledge to their students. However, it puts the adult at the
front and center of the room and discourages collaboration.
Arranging the desks in pairs, pods, a horseshoe or circle can transform the ambiance. The layout
sends a clear message to the students that they will be a focal point of the class and will work
together to obtain knowledge, inquire, investigate, form opinions and/or create solutions.
Another way to encourage collaboration is to have students progressively share their thoughts
and ideas with the wider classroom community. Rather than have the teacher pose a question
and a single student provide an answer while his/her classmates look on, the teacher can pose
questions in a way that engages the entire class.
In the think-write-pair-share strategy, a student independently gathers their thoughts about a
question or issue. Then the student shares their thoughts with a learning partner. Finally, the
partners share their ideas with the entire class. During this process, the individual students
refine their thoughts during these three steps, and the class develops a more global, and ideally
nuanced, response to or understanding of the issue.
Charles Darwin once observed, “It is the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) that
those who learned to collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.” A classroom
that decenters the role of the teacher and elevates student agency, whether it is through the
desk arrangement or the way questions are structured, will ensure that students develop the
collaboration skills necessary for a successful life at university and in the workplace.
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WALK
THIS WAY
A CONVERSATION WITH
JOAQUÍN BARANZANO
UAS Secondary School Music teacher Joaquín
Baranzano sat down with Director Matthew Beata
to discuss collaboration and group skills. Besides
teaching music ensembles at UAS, since the age
of 11 Joaquín has played in them himself. He has
toured and performed at festivals in Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, U.S., Spain,
Germany, and Romania. He has performed with
virtuoso violinist Federico Nathan’s Quintet and
Uruguayan rock band Cuatro Pesos de Propina.
Also in the past two years, he was invited to
be a guest musician and arranger for the Coro
Nacional del SODRE, performing four sold-out
shows at the National Auditorium Adela Reta.

BEATA: How do you define collaboration
and what are some of the keyfeatures of a
great collaborative environment?
MR. BARAZANO: The first thing that comes to my
mind is the concept of a team and the u
 ltimate goal of
the team. Collaboration is basically the way a group
works together on how to achieve their goals. For me,
in a really effective collaborative environment, good
communication is the key to everything. Once we set
our group goals, the key is letting each person know
what their role is or what their mission is. When I talk
about collaboration, I usually focus on being clear
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when asking for things and being assertive while still being respectful. Those are the ideas
that come up for me.

BEATA: Do you think you can be a good
musician without being able to collaborate?
MR. BARAZANO: Probably you will be a talented musician
at home, in your own room (laughs). I mean, we will have to
define what accomplished means, but yes, you can. I mean
even solo artists have “teamwork.” A solo career is also a
group effort: creating music, writing the scores, recording
and mixing an album, choosing the songs, rehearsing,
setting the dates, selling the tickets, working on social
media, and tons of other things. Doing everything on your
own could be really challenging and tedious. You always
need people around to help you.

BEATA: Do you specifically teach
collaboration in the class or is it just a byproduct of what happens in music class?
MR. BARAZANO: I think that is something that happens
the first day you enter my room for the first lesson. One
practice we often do is to walk together at the same pace.
At the beginning, it is difficult because you need to listen to
others, not to speed up the tempo or slow it down in order
to keep things smooth so we can follow each other. That’s
probably the first collaboration that we do together as a
class.
Bianca’s Art

BEATA: So how does the class go about
learning the songs for their performance?
MR. BARAZANO: We practice focusing on the rhythm,
then the melody, and finally the harmony. The course
always begins with the rhythmic aspect, which is one of the
main agreements we have in music. So I teach them, for
example, to understand the beat of a song they like. After
everyone understands that, we move on to the melody.
As soon as everyone understands the melody and plays
it, we move on to harmony. To make the ensemble work
better, you must learn and be present in all processes, no
matter what you end up playing. Learning the individual
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pieces and then putting them together is a group process.
Deciding who plays what sometimes just comes naturally,
sometimes it takes a conversation or even a negotiation.
We’ve also been recording a lot this year, so I’ve been
teaching the students how to do simple video editing
of what they play. We just film our rehearsals and the
final performance. Each student sets up a computer in
front of them to record and then sends the video to the
main computer to be edited there. The edit is a class
collaboration where students are giving feedback together
to each other and helping their classmates.

BEATA: Is conflict a part of the
process of collaboration? If so,
how do you address that?
MR. BARAZANO: That’s a hard question.
The struggle with people, with our
feelings, or with our thoughts is part of
life, of course. I think, again, it’s all about
communication. Our feelings must always
be expressed and our communication
must be clear. Otherwise, how can I expect
from you what you weren’t told to do? As
a teacher, I am asking my students to do
things, so I try to communicate accurately
and clearly and guide them to do the same.

BEATA: When you think about
those students that “have it” in
music class, what do they have
that makes them different from
other students and allows them
to contribute positively to an
ensemble or group?
MR. BARAZANO: They are patient, they
are open; they are hard-working, they’re
respectful and passionate; they listen a

lot, which is crucial in music. They are also
very critical in a respectful way. They give
me feedback! So it’s not only that they do
what I’m saying or asking, they also like
questioning and confronting you, and that’s
really valuable. They are the ones that also
encourage me as a teacher and musician.

BEATA: So, how do you
encourage that in the classroom?
For a student to feel comfortable
giving you feedback, there must
be a climate of mutual respect in
the classroom.
MR. BARAZANO: Of course, we are on
the same path! As their teacher, I’m more
advanced musically, but we’re in the same
process of learning. Of course, I can give
them directions on how to do things, or at
least the way I found it works for me. But at
the same time, I am sensitive to what they
say and how they feel about the things
that I’m asking them to do. Being open to
others’ ideas is probably fundamental to
that.
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STUDENT VOICE:
BRUNO PIGNANELLI

TTG: UAS Athletics Director Mr. Nico Bruni recommended speaking
to you about being a student athlete at UAS. Can you share with us
what are the best and most difficult parts of being on a team at UAS?
BRUNO: The best part is that being part of the team feels like a family. There were the 10 of
us students on the basketball team plus the coaches, and it really felt like a family when we
practiced, when we traveled. We made memories we won’t forget. The hardest part is the
balance between sports, studying, and social life. But it’s always worth it, it pays you back.
The experiences you live, the relationships you form, and the memories are amazing.
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TTG: What do you think makes a
team great instead of just average?
BRUNO: Teamwork and discipline make
a team great. After all, the teams are just
made up of similarly skilled teen players,
but it’s how we work as a team, overcoming
challenges, that really reflects in how we do
when we compete.

TTG: What does cooperation
mean on UAS sports teams? Can
you give me an example so we all
understand?
BRUNO: When we are running tough sprint
drills in basketball practice, we encourage
each other to keep at it and finish. It’s
something that maybe we couldn’t do alone,
but we can do with the support of each
other.

TTG: Why did you decide to join
the UAS Basketball team?
BRUNO: I had heard about the UAS
Basketball team back when I was living
in Buenos Aires and studying at Lincoln.
The team was the back to back basketball
champion in the league. I wanted to be

Mateo - Middle School Art

part of the experience and I thought they
could use the help. I may not be the best
basketball player, but I was willing to give it
my all and put in the work.

TTG: You just got back from the
SAAC Basketball Tournament in
Curitiba, Brazil. For those of us
who have never traveled with a
UAS team abroad, please tell us
what it’s like?
BRUNO: It’s like a constant, respectful
party! We’re just dancing or laughing to
music, and singing. During the trip, coaches
and students are more like a family and
really have fun. It’s an experience that only
traveling as a team can give you. Walking
the “Camino” at UAS was a constant joy, we
felt so supported, we saw the entire school
was backing us up as we left for the trip.
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ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:
DR. ENRIQUE GARCÍA
TO EXCEL IN MEDICINE,
YOU COLLABORATE
Dr. Enrique García, UAS Class of 2004, completed a Bachelor’s degree in Biology
at Berea College in the U.S., and then a Medical degree at Universidad de la
República to specialize in Oncology. A regular at UAS Alumni reunions, we sat
down with him recently to discuss the importance of collaboration in medicine.

TTG: Where are you currently
working?
DR. GARCIA: I work at Sanofi, a French
multinational pharmaceutical company. As a medical
manager for the Southern Cone, I’m in the oncology
area of the company. Before that, I worked in the
Uruguay branch of the company.

TTG: Which grades did you complete at
UAS? How was UAS back in your day?
DR. GARCIA: I came to UAS for eighth grade and
was here until graduation, between the years 2000
to 2004. In fact, I was part of the first generation
to graduate in the current building on Saldún de
Rodríguez. The previous building in Carrasco
was smaller and more intimate. You had very
close contact with the professors and with your
classmates. It was a good thing the school got
a new building; it gave it a new look. The school
attracted new students, modernized the campus,
and gained more recognition and notoriety.
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TTG: When did you realize you had a
calling to work in m
 edicine?
DR. GARCIA: When I was in 7th grade, I had my
first biology class and quickly understood that life
sciences fascinated me. When I learned about DNA
and cells, I was immediately drawn to it. I knew
also that I had a vocation for service, and I thought
medicine would be the perfect combination. It is also
possible to have a vocation for service in different
aspects of life, and to apply them in other areas of
science.
In my case, as a Molecular Biologist (my Master’s
degree is in Cellular and Molecular Biology), I
also contributed through knowledge. I study the
intracellular processes that lead to malignant
transformation in cancer cells. A contribution, or
a form of service, would be what I would call that.
However, I always imagined that I would like a direct
relationship with the patient, and that generated a
lot of interest in me from a young age.
My attraction to science, and the opportunity for
service, made me consider no career other than
medicine from the very first day I thought about it.
When I talk about it with friends and people in my
circle, they tell me that none of them had defined
their career so early on and so decisively.

TTG: How do doctors collaborate when
investigating pathologies? In what ways
is collaboration an important aspect in
Oncology?
Vito - Middle School Art

DR. GARCIA: In medicine, you have a patient that
comes to you for the first time and you will ask them
what is wrong with them. Based on the symptoms
they have, you g
 enerate an idea of what the patient
might have. Then you have the testing part of it: that
is where you work with colleagues from different
areas of medicine. Using the results of these tests,
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together with your colleagues, you can confirm or discard various hypotheses about the
patient’s pathology.
In oncology, you are constantly working with colleagues from different specialties:
pulmonologist, urologist, radiotherapist, surgeons, and others. It depends on the type of
tumor being treated, as well as the part of the body being worked on. Not to mention that
nursing, medical psychology, imaging specialists, and lab technicians are also essential to
this collaborative ecosystem.
All these professionals collaborate in a multidisciplinary manner to arrive at an effective
diagnosis and treatment. There is no medical specialty that works on an island. It is
absolutely impossible not to collaborate with your colleagues, both from your same area
and other fields. In medicine, it is impossible to cover everything. Being an oncologist
requires you to become more and more of a specialist, dedicating yourself to a particular
subject or two and truly becoming an expert. In doing so, we rely on other colleagues that
help us approach the patient comprehensively. In oncology, collaboration is e
 ssential.

TTG: On a lighter note, you’ve joined us for our first two annual
alumni reunions! How are you enjoying these so far?
DR. GARCIA: I was a member of the NHS at UAS when I was in high school, and the
idea of creating an alumni association was already being discussed! A place to b
 ond
after graduation and even compete in sports if we wanted to. UAS alumni have a lot of
opportunities to bond and have fun. The reunions that are now taking place is a way to
address these ideas that many of us had in mind back then. The spirit of maintaining contact
among alumni is great. The two reunions in which I have taken part, one in Punta del Este
and one at the school, were excellent. It’s great to catch up with old friends and also meet
new alumni. I hope it continues like this.
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GRACIAS MS.
CECILIA BURGUEÑO
Cecilia Burgueño, Elementary UP
Program Coordinator & Teacher, will
retire after 42 years at UAS. Cecilia
first arrived at UAS in 1980 when
the school was located at Avenida
Dublín 1785. Over the years, Cecilia
has taught 6th Grade Spanish,
Elementary SLL, Uruguayan Program
classes, and Elementary Advanced
Spanish. We estimate that more than
a thousand students have learned in
her classroom. As she prepares for life
after teaching, Cecilia looks back over
four decades at UAS.

TTG: What is your favorite
aspect of UAS?
MS. BURGUEÑO: I love the openmindedness here at UAS. Oftentimes in
schools, students not only have a uniform
to wear, but they also have a uniform way
they should think. But here at UAS, one
of the first things I noticed and loved was
that our students have an open mind and
are not pushed to conform to only one way
of thinking or seeing things. This is very
important. When I started working at UAS,
I had a local profile as a teacher and as a
person, but I changed my own habits of
thought after arriving.
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TTG: That’s really interesting.
How did UAS change you?

TTG: Based on your experience,
what do you think is the key to a
quality education?

MS. BURGUEÑO: Today my vision and
perspective are global. As a person and
as a teacher, I am open to new ways of
thinking, which is good because it is always
better to see many directions. It’s always
better to see many perspectives, it’s much
richer. I had the privilege of getting to know
students from all over the world who often
brought with them a unique approach to
knowledge.

MS. BURGUEÑO: The most important part
of education is the relationship between the
student and the teacher. In the pandemic,
this w
 as missing. Technology helped us,
but it didn’t give us the warmth of true eye
contact, an encouraging whisper in the ear
of a struggling student, or a friendly pat on
the back.

Among all the students, though, wherever
they come from, there is one thing they
need in order to learn: empathy and love. I
think I love all my students because to teach
is an acto de amor. The relationship with my
students was always enriching for me, and
helped me to grow. Freedom of thought,
respect for differences in our community
with no preconceptions and different points
of view, our diversity and multiculturalism
make UAS special.

TTG: What do you hope your
students will take away from
being in your classroom?
MS. BURGUEÑO: I hope they will value
teamwork. Individual work has value,
but teamwork helps us socialize, respect
the opinions of others, learn from our
classmates, and accept our own limitations.
If our students can learn teamwork in the
classroom, they will be influential members
of society.

TTG: So, what are you most
looking forward to in your next
chapter?
MS. BURGUEÑO: Travel! I want to go to
Europe, especially Spain, to see my family
and to spend time with my grandsons
Juan Ignacio and Marquitos. You might see
me dog-walking on the Rambla if I adopt
a poodle. Additionally, I look forward to
connecting with UAS alumni via Facebook
and Instagram.

Riho - Monotype ‘21
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COMINGS
& GOINGS
In August, UAS will welcome a new group of 8 committed educators to our team.

Doug Murphy will join UAS as our new Secondary

School Principal. Doug is currently the High School
Principal at Cayman International School (CIS) – an IB
Diploma school of 940 students on the Grand Cayman
Islands. Arriving in 2013, Doug served first as the
Secondary Principal (Middle School and High School) for
7 years before moving to High School Principal, when the
school split into two divisions. Prior to CIS, Doug served
as Assistant Principal and Principal for 8 years in schools
in California. Before moving into administration, Doug
taught high school English for 12 years in California and
at Colegio Roosevelt in Lima, Peru. In addition, he holds
an EdD in Educational Leadership, Master’s degrees in
Secondary Education and Sports Management, and a BA
in English from universities in the United States. Outside
of school, Doug enjoys spending time with family and
playing games, walking, hiking, swimming, cooking,
traveling to new places and meeting new people.

Amy Murphy will teach Grade 5. Amy is an accomplished

educator who has 17 years of experience in Elementary Education as
a classroom teacher, English Language Learner teacher, and Spanish
Language Learner teacher. In addition to her classroom experience,
Amy has a Bachelor’s degree in Spanish, a certification in bilingual
education, and a Master’s in Elementary Education. When not in the
classroom, Amy can be found watching and cheering on her kids’
sports teams, musical bands and ensembles, and clubs. She also
enjoys photography and traveling. Amy and Doug Murphy have two
children who will attend UAS — Kylah (entering Grade 9) and Chad
(entering Grade 11). Their oldest child, Jake, just completed his first
year at the University of Pennsylvania in the United States.

Leo - Monotype ‘21
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Georginna Bianchi will join Doug Murphy in our Secondary

School Office as our new Secretary. Most recently, Georginna
was an English teacher and Elementary School substitute
teacher at Elbio Fernández in Montevideo. She has also taught
English at two other local schools. Before working at Elbio
Fernández, Georginna was the executive assistant to the
Director of the MBA program at the University of Montevideo.
She has a degree in Social Work, a posgrado in drug
rehabilitation treatment, and another posgrado in Management y
Gestión de Proyectos. When not in the office, Georginna loves to
spend her time with her three daughters, husband, and puppy.

Sam Neth will come to UAS from Shenzhen, China, where

Riho - Charcoal Portrait ‘22

he is teaching Middle School Technology. After working in
the tech field, Sam moved to Asia and began his teaching
career. For the past 16 years, Sam has lived in Korea, Japan
and China teaching both Elementary and Secondary School. He
has been a classroom teacher, Computer Science teacher, IT
Coordinator and the sponsor of a Computer Building Club. Sam
has a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and a Master’s
degree in Education. In his spare time, Sam enjoys learning
about, building, and tinkering with new technology and home
automation. He has built dozens of computers over the years
from specialized routers to PC gaming behemoths. Sam also
likes to cook and bake, claiming his pasta salad, breakfast
burritos, and oatmeal cookies are legendary.

Rodrigo Luaces will join the Secondary School to teach

IB Spanish B, Spanish as a Second Language, and Uruguayan
Program Spanish. Rodrigo holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Humanities and is pursuing a second Bachelor’s degree in
Education Science, both at Universidad de la República (UdelaR).
Before coming to UAS, Rodrigo taught Spanish Literature,
English, and Spanish Language and Literature at two private
schools in Montevideo. A true bibliophile, Rodrigo is interested
in the literature of the 19th century, doing research projects
for UdelaR and collaborating with the Uruguayan Academia
Nacional de Letras. When not immersed in books, Rodrigo likes
to play soccer with his friends and play Beatles songs on the
guitar.
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Next year Dominica Lena will teach IB Visual Arts and Secondary Art.
Originally from Argentina, Dominica studied Fashion and Textile Design at
the Universidad de Palermo and later taught there for six years. Dominica
has done design work for several companies and studios in Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, and Portugal. She works with a wide range of artistic
media, including 3D design. Dominica has her own art studio where, for
the past four years, she has given workshops to adults and adolescents
in both Argentina and Uruguay. If Dominica is not in her workshop, she
is probably at the beach. A devotee of surfing and kite surfing, she once
toured Costa Rica, Peru and Brazil for a year with her partner and son
looking for the perfect waves.

Hannah Erlichman will be joining our Elementary School staff.

Hannah has worked at UAS as a teacher’s aide, substitute teacher and
Middle School English teacher from 2010-12 before returning to her native
country of England. For the past ten years, she has been a Kindergarten
and Elementary classroom teacher, an ELL teacher and an intervention
specialist at Elementary schools in London. Hanna holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Spanish, Portuguese and Modern History and a Master’s
degree in Educational Leadership. When not in the classroom, Hannah,
her Uruguayan partner, and their daughter love to travel and spend time
outdoors, especially at the beach.

Erin Mills is a familiar face at UAS, having taught Math, Social Studies,

IB History and Theory of Knowledge for 7 years before taking a leave to
devote herself to raising her two young girls and completing her EdD in
Education Policy, Organization and Leadership at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Next year Erin will rejoin UAS part time to teach the
Grade 11 and Grade 12 IB History classes. Besides teaching, studying, and
raising children, Erin enjoys running and eating delicious cuisine.

Sofía - Charcoal Portrait ‘22
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COMINGS
& GOINGS
We wish all the best to our UAS team members heading in new directions.

Maria Jesús Iruleguy, IB Spanish Teacher, will leave UAS after 34

years with “a lot of gratitude.” She shares s he has grown in so many ways
while at UAS. The school environment encouraged her to become a very
flexible and open-minded person. “I’ve grown to be open to seeing others’
points of view and new ideas. I became more empathetic.” She hopes
her students remember her as having taken a genuine interest in their
lives, academically and personally. Maria Jesús’ favorite thing about UAS
is the community that feels like home. “I like the people and the positive
atmosphere and there is always something to learn here. Each day I left
school with something new I had learned.” Her 3 children attended UAS,
and she continues to be very close with her family. Professionally, in this
next chapter, she will work on individual translation projects and do private
tutoring. Personally, she’s looking forward to getting more involved in
community service. There is so much I am thankful for and I’m wanting to
give back. She has many hobbies too that will keep her busy: furniture
restoration, arts & crafts, cooking, gardening, and a little herb garden! And
she is looking forward to staying in touch; she’ll be on the UAS campus to
continue as the SAT and ACT site coordinator.

Virginia Symonds, Secondary Secretary, will retire after working

at UAS for 20 years. Virginia shares s he will most of all miss the UAS
community, especially the secondary teachers. She thanks them for always
working as a team with her, supporting her work, and keeping her in the
loop and informed. “The caring and spirit at UAS differ from working in a
company which I did before for 10 years. I will really miss the teamwork,
the feeling of being in the UAS Secondary.” She hopes our students will
remember that they could count on her for important documents like
transcripts and Uruguayan “pases” even many, many years later. She’s
proud of the complete database she created to store those records for
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access whenever needed. Virginia’s next chapter will be in Canelones,
where she lives with her daughter, who teaches English. She’s looking
forward to the easy pace, gardening, beach walks with her 3 rescue dogs
and helping her daughter with lesson plans.

Carlos Nicola, Athletics and Activities Director, leaves UAS after

15 years to follow a lifelong dream to become the full-time Goalkeeper
Coach for the Uruguayan National Soccer Team that will play in the 2022
World Cup in Qatar this December. Carlos himself was a member of the
Uruguayan National Team before coming to work as a soccer coach
at UAS. Carlos’ goal for UAS athletics is that students find a love for
sports and a love for movement. “That’s why we created the program, so
everyone has a chance to learn it.”

María José Ambrois, High School & IB Art Teacher, has enjoyed teaching art at UAS

for 5 years. She will stay in Uruguay and dedicate her time to freelance art projects. At UAS,
she appreciated the freedom and professionalism to design the art classes’ content so that
beyond technique, she could teach UAS students to become critical art thinkers.

Ron Sisson & Heather Sisson, Secondary Principal and 5th grade Teacher have
been at UAS for 3 years. Heather has enjoyed and benefited from learning all the different
strategies to solving math problems that her students brought into the UAS classroom from
their experiences around the world. She hopes her students will remember that if they
are learning something that challenges them, they can take a break and come back to it
and often it will seem less difficult. Ron will miss the people he has met “the students and
colleagues I’ve worked with have been great.” He wants our students to always remember
they have a voice, and it’s important. Ron and Heather are moving to Bogotá to continue
their work in teaching and administration at Colegio Nueva Granada.
Alyson McKay, 1st Grade Teacher, has been teaching at UAS for one and a half years.
Alyson will return to the US west coast to work as a language acquisition specialist. She
hopes her students remember how much fun they had learning in her classroom.

Rob Campbell & Sarah Applegate, Secondary Teachers, will head home to teach

in Wenatchee, Washington with their 8th grade daughter Marieka. They look forward to
being near family again and Marieka will rejoin her gymnastics team there.
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COLLABORATION
STARTS YOUNG
By Ximena Pereira and Agnieszka Gmur. Early Childhood Teachers

During the early childhood years of Nursery,
Pre-K and Kindergarten, collaborative learning
coupled with routines plays a significant role in
building strong communication and social skills
for children. A collaborative learning approach
promotes students working together on a variety
of activities in a group small enough to make sure
that everybody participates. For our youngest
learners at UAS, working in pairs and small groups
through fun activities creates positive interactions
and fosters basic skills for a successful academic
and social life.
Throughout the Early Childhood years, students
go from an independent stage of self awareness
in which they are focused on themselves and their
immediate surroundings to developing the ability
to have positive interactions with other children.
These developmental stages can be clearly seen
through play and follow the natural path to growth
and development. As young learners grow and
mature, collaborative learning turns learning into
an active process, promotes seeing things from
a different point of view, teaches critical thinking,
promotes listening to advice, and improves
cooperation and active listening skills.
In our Early Childhood classrooms, each student
has an assigned job for an entire week. At the
end of the week, students take on a different
job so that by the end of the year, they have
performed all of the jobs a few times. A wall chart
lists who leads the line or manages the calendar
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or turns on the light or starts up the Smart Board. The class jobs give each student a sense of
individual responsibility, a sense of belonging to the group and a sense of accomplishment.
Children begin to internalize that the whole group can work together to create a pleasant
classroom space and positive learning environment where everybody plays an important role.
The playground and garden are also wonderful spaces to develop collaboration skills. Recess
time is perhaps the most anticipated part of the school day for many students. It is also the
time when they will learn some of the most important life lessons. As teachers we establish
playground rules and routines in which children share toys or games, allow everybody to
participate in the game and care for each other. The playground monitors are present to remind
students to follow the rules and to help them resolve or negotiate any disagreements. It is
important for students to understand that, even when they are having fun, they are part of a
larger group and need to be mindful of others’ feelings and perspectives.
Just beyond the fence of the playground lies our school garden with an array of vegetables and
herbs. Early Childhood students with the guidance of teachers, are responsible for working
together to tend the garden. The older children work in teams carrying the watering cans for
the younger ones. They teach the younger children where to water the plant, and model what it
means to wait for their turn and how to ask for things appropriately.
A classroom job, a playground game, or chores in the garden can all demonstrate Early
Childhood’s goal of balancing students’ desire for autonomy with an ability to work with others
and an understanding that they are part of a larger community. Students are motivated by
and engaged in these activities. As student-centered advocate and author Paul Solarz states,
“Collaboration allows us to know more than we are capable of knowing by ourselves.” Learning
in a collaborative way, our students are building the necessary skills to be effective citizens of the
future.
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